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Abstract
A Bayesian method, including a pointwise prior comprising

mixtures of gamma distributions, is applied to the problem
of transmission tomography. A joint MAP (maximuma
posteriori) procedure is proposed wherein the reconstruction
itself, as well as all pointwise parameters, are calculated
simultaneously. It uses an algorithm that successively refines
the estimate of the mixture parameters and the reconstruction.
The approach aims to solve the problem of low counts statistics
in transmission tomography. Initial simulation results with
anecdotal reconstructions show that the gamma mixture model
likely outperforms the ML (maximum likelihood) method and
FBP (filtered-backprojection) algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Estimates of attenuation maps in SPECT and attenuation
correction factors (ACF) in PET are important in that they
can improve quantitation accurancy and avoid image artifacts
in emission scans, especially for areas of non-uniform
attenuation such as thorax. Unfortunately, several factors
make the reconstruction of transmission data difficult.
First, the necessities of a short-time scan and low dosage
lead to noisy data as the result of low counts. Secondly,
simultaneous transmission/emission scans (STEP) for SPECT
and post-injection scans in PET, necessary to reduce the
problem of registration, can create crosstalk artifacts. Physical
effects such as scatter or accidental coincidences, which
contaminate the image quality in both SPECT or PET, are other
major factors for transmission reconstruction. In addition, the
geometry of fan beam scanners for transmission tomography
in SPECT with line sources can cause data truncation. In this
paper, we consider only the low counts problem.

The popular filtered-backprojection (FBP) algorithm is
often clinically used for both transmission and emission
tomography due to its well-known computational efficiency.
FBP is based on a simplified model that assumes the acquired
data is approximated with line integrals of the distribution
of exponentiated line integral of transmission coefficient,
and also does not take the Poisson nature of noise statistics
into account. In addition, FBP can produce negative values.
To make it worse, for FBP in transmission tomography, the
nonlinearity of the logarithmic process on the ratio of blank
scan to transmission data leads to high bias [1], especially for
the case of low counting statistics.

One method to deal with noise is to first apply a smoothing
filter on the transmission and blank scans, then reconstruct
via FBP, and reproject the reconstructed attenuation images.
One can also by assign known uniform attenuation coefficients

into a segmented map of the FBP reconstruction, and for PET,
reproject to form the ACF’s. However, these methods can
create large bias because of nonstationary statistics.[2]

Statistical approaches model photon noise, and are able
to model all the physical effects. Early methods used a
maximum likelihood (ML) formulation, with the estimate of
the image obtained through an expectation maximization (EM)
algorithm [3]. One can allievate the instability of the ML
algorithm by using Bayesian methods, which are equivalent
to penalized likelihood methods for the case ofmaximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimation. The priors or penalties, using
assorted forms of quadratic and nonquadratic smoothing
functionals, force pixel values to be similar to neighbors.
These types of penalties have proven to be a powerful tool,
however, they bring with them two problems. They do not
enforce positivity, so the associated algorithm for objective
function minimization becomes a more problematic constrained
minimization [4]. Also, the “strength” of the penalty, controlled
by a (hyper)parameter, is difficult to estimate, requiring
elaborate estimation-theoretic methods [5], or methods that are
data dependent [6].

In contrast to smoothing priors, “pointwise” priors have no
neighbor interactions, but each pixel is drawn to its own local
mean, with some degree of “confidence” parametrized by a
second, variance parameter [7, 8, 9]. Using pointwise priors
leads to mathematical conveniences, but engenders the obvious
problem of choosing the local mean and variance at each
location. One possible solution is to use an initial estimate,
e.g. FBP, and some empirical procedure to convert the initial
estimate into a pointwise prior. Here, we propose an approach
with a new prior model, a mixture of pointwise gamma models,
that has several advantages relative to smoothing priors. The
reconstruction itself and all pointwise parameters are calculated
simultaneously from a MAP procedure.

II. THEORY

A. Likelihood, Prior, and Joint MAP Strategy
We denote the true transmission map by vector� (�i; i =

1; ::; N ) and projection data by vectorg (gj ; j = 1; ::;M ). The
vectors� and�, to be explained shortly, are parameters of the
penalty. From Bayes’ theorem:

p(�; �; �jg) / p(gj�)p(�; �; �) / p(gj�)p(�j�; �)p(�; �) (1)

where we used the fact that the datag depends on� only. Our
strategy is to perform a joint MAP, which simultaneously solves
for � as well as parameters,� and�. Our tactic is to use an
alternating iterative descent procedure, updating, at iterationn,



the object estimate�n holding(�; �) fixed, then the parameters
(�n; �n) holding � fixed . The joint MAP procedure is thus
summarized as:

�n = argmax� p(gj�)p(�j�n�1; �n�1)p(�n�1; �n�1)
= argmax� p(gj�)p(�j�n�1; �n�1) (2)

(�n; �n) = argmax(�;�)p(gj�n)p(�nj�; �)p(�; �)
= argmax(�;�)p(�

nj�; �)p(�; �) (3)

We now focus attention on expressions for the likelihoodp(gj�),
prior p(�j�; �), and hyperpriorp(�; �).

For the log-likelihood in the incomplete data space, we use
the familiar form based on Poisson statistics:

log p(gj�) =
X
j

fgjlog( �gj)� �gj � log(gj !)g (4)

where the mean�gj = dje
�

P
i2Ij

lji�i
, lji is the chord length

of projection rayj through pixeli, dj is the mean number of
photons entering projection rayj, andIj the set of pixels along
the rayj. (In equation (4), we do not model other effects such as
randoms. Nevertheless, randoms can be modeled by including

a termrj into �gj , which becomes�gj = dje
�

P
i2Ij

lji�i
+ rj .)

For the prior, we use a finite mixture model [10], comprising
L component distributions. The component distribution can
be any standard distribution, for instance, normal, Poisson,
or gamma. Therefore, a set of independent observations
� = f�1; :::; �Ng, i.e. the pixels of�, is said to have a mixture
model ofL component densities, if it has the density function,

p(�j�; �) =
NY
i=1

LX
a=1

�ap(�ij�a) (5)

where �a and �a are the parameter and mixing proportion
of classa, with

PL
a=1 �a = 1, �a > 0, andp(�j�a) is the

conditional density function given that� belongs to class
a [10]. Our motivation here is that the histogram of attenuation
coefficients in an area like thorax comprises several peaks, each
identified with a particular tissue type (indexed bya). A finite
mixture model can account for this multimodal distribution.
For the component distributions, we use gamma distributions
defined for a random variablef by

p(f j�) =
��

���(�)
f��1e�

�
�
f (6)

wheref > 0, � = (�; �), with � the mean and�2=� the
variance of the gamma, and�(x) is a gamma function. Note
that � > 0, and if � > 1, there is a unique mode given by
�(1 � 1=�). The gamma prior in a Bayesian approach for
tomographic imaging was first introduced by Langeet al. [7].
The gamma is convenient that it enforces non-negativity and
is also the conjugate prior to Poisson distribution, making the
posterior analytically easy to analyze. It is a pixel-by-pixel prior
and parametrized by its mean and variance; thus each pixel
estimate is constrained to its local mean,�, with certain degree

of variation characterized by standard deviation�=
p
�, hence

leading to a sort of SNR characterized by�=(�=
p
�) =

p
�.

For our problem, we use a pointwise independent gamma prior,
which for a given locationi and classa is given by

p(�ij�a) =
�a

�a

�a
�a�(�a)

��a�1i e�
�a
�a

�i : (7)

Given the interpretation associated with a mixture model
prior, we naturally interpretp(�; �) = p(�; �; �) as a
hyperprior on the means, variances and mixing proportions
of the various transmission histogram peaks. (In principle,
it is possible to obtain an ensemble of such histograms for a
large collection of patients; histograms of CT chest scans are
approximations at low, broad-spectrum energies.) A plausible
model that we adopt (partly for mathematical convenience)
is that of independent distributions for�, �, �, modelled as
Gaussian, gamma, and gamma, respectively.

B. ML and MAP Estimation for Gamma Mixtures
There are many methods available [10] for estimating

all the parameters in the mixture problem, including ML
estimation via the EM algorithm. We will first derive mixture
parameter solutions using EM-ML. We then modify this to
MAP estimation by including the hyperprior. In order to
form a complete data set from the observed incomplete data
�, unobservable data in the form of an indicator variable
Z = fZaig(a=1;::;L;i=1;::;N) is introduced, where

Zai =

�
1 : pixel i belongs to class a
0 : otherwise

(8)

with
P

a Zai = 1. Note thatZai can be also viewed as a
segmentation of�. The log likelihood function for the complete
data turns out to be [11]

log Lc =
X
i

X
a

Zailog(�ap(�ij�a)) (9)

Now, let’s perform the E-step of EM by taking the expectation
of (9) overZai by given�k = (�k ; �k) and�,

Ez [log Lcj�k; �] =
X
ai

log(�kap(�ij�ka))EZ [Zaij�i;�k]

= Q[�j�k] (10)

where

EZ [Zaij�i;�k] =
�kap(�ij�ka)P
b �

k
b p(�ij�kb )

= Zk+1
ai (11)

Note that,Zk+1
ai is continuous and0 < Zk+1

ai < 1. Then, one
can get the overall objective function,

Emix = Q[�j�k] =
X
i

X
a

Zk+1
ai log[�ap(�ij�a)] (12)

Next, we maximize the objective (12) (the M-step of EM). With
gamma component densities, maximizing w.r.t. (with respect



to) �a with the constraint of
P

a �a = 1, one obtains the update
equation for�a

�k+1a =
1

N

X
i

Zk+1
ai where a = 1; ::; L: (13)

Similarly, by setting the first derivative ofEmix w.r.t. �a and
�a, to zero, one gets the updates for�a and�a

�k+1a =

P
i Z

k+1
ai �iP

i Z
k+1
ai

(14)

�k+1a =

P
i Z

k+1
ai

2
P

i Z
k+1
ai ( �i

�ka
� log �i

�ka
� 1)

; (15)

where a second-order approximation on the first derivative of
the log� function is used in (15). (@�(�a)

@�a
= log�a � 1

2�a
�

1
12�a2

+ � � �).
The EM algorithm for mixture problems can also be

interpreted as an (unfamiliar) method of coordinate descent on
a particular objective function [12],

E(Z;�j�) =
X
i

[
X
a

Zailog
Zai

�a
]�
X
ai

Zailog p(�ij�a) (16)

subject to the constraints
P

a �a = 1,
P

a Zai = 1. Here,Zai is
interpreted as a continuous variable with0 < Zai < 1. By using
Lagrange multipliers� and�, and adding two contraints into
the energy function (16), an overall objective energy function is
obtained,

D(Z;�) = E(Z;�j�) + �(
X
a

�a � 1) + �(
X
a

Zai � 1): (17)

A coordinate descent scheme is used to minimizeD(Z;�k)
w.r.t. Z given �k, thenD(Zk+1;�) w.r.t. � with previous
Zk+1. Following this scheme, we get the same update
equations (11)(13)(14)(15).

To make the mixture estimation strictly Bayesian, a
hyperprior term is necessary. Assume we have some
information, e.g. mean and variance, for parameters,�, �, and
�. Then the Bayesian estimation using the energy optimization
scheme is given as follows.

1) Hyperprior for�

We assume that each mixing proportition�a is distributed as
i.i.d. (independently and indentically distributed) gamma with
parameters� $ u�;a and� $ v�;a. Then, one can write the
hyperprior joint densities for�

log p(�) =
X
a

log p(�a) (18)

where p(�a) =
u
u�;a
�;a

v
u�;a
�;a �(u�;a)

�
u�;a�1
a e

�

u�;a

v�;a
�a . The energy

function for mixture and the hyperprior becomes

E = D + Ehyperprior = D �
X
a

log p(�a) (19)

whereD is given in (17). Following the coordinate descent
procedure, one first getsZk+1

ai , then optimizesE to get the
update equation for�a,

�k+1a =

P
i Z

k+1
ai + u�;a � 1

N +
P

a(u�;a � 1)
: (20)

2) Hyperprior for�

Assume each�a is also distributed as a gamma with
parameters� $ u�;a and� $ v�;a. If we follow the same
derivation as for�a; the energy function becomes

E = D �
X
a

log p(�a) (21)

wherep(�a) is a pdf for�a. By optimizing the energy function
with givenZk+1

ai , one gets the closed-form equation

�k+1a =
0:5
P

i Z
k+1
ai + u�;a � 1P

i Z
k+1
ai ( �i

�ka
� log �i

�ka
� 1) +

u�;a
v�;a

(22)

3) Hyperprior for�

Assume�a has a gamma distribution with parameters� $
u�;a and� $ v�;a. Then one can write the hyperprior of� as

log p(�) =
X
a

[(u�;a � 1)log�a � u�;a
v�;a

�a + C] (23)

whereC is independent of�a. One can derive the closed form
update equation for�a,

�k+1a =
�B3 �

p
B2
3 � 4A3C3

2A3
(24)

whereA3 =
u�;a
v�;a

, B3 = (
P

i Z
k+1
ai �ka � u�;a + 1), andC3 =

�Pi Z
k+1
ai �i�

k
a.

C. Strategies for Optimizing the Data Likelihood
The first part (Eqn. (2)) of the joint MAP procedure can be

accomplished by any suitable unconstrained method. For this
paper, we simply use the method in [7], which in our case
becomes

�ni =

P
j(Mji �Nji) +

P
a Z

n�1
ai (�n�1a � 1)

0:5
P

j(Mji +Nji)lji +
P

a Z
n�1
ai

�
n�1
a

�
n�1
a

: (25)

where Mji and Nji are the expectation of numbers of
photons entering and leaving pixel i along the projection ray
j, respectively. Equation 25 involves approximations, but any
MAP algorithm can be used here, e.g. those in [4].

D. Final Update Procedure
The final update procedure follows joint MAP equations (2)

and (3). Here,n indexes an outer loop, andk an inner loop.
Start with initial estimate�0 and perform Eqn.(3). That is, at
iterationn compute mixture parameters�na ; �

n
a ; �

n
a using the

iterations (until stable) overk given by (13) (14) (15). Using
these parameters, perform the MAP estimate for�n+1 given by
Eqn. (25). Then find the next mixture parameters with�n+1.
The cycle of mixture resolution and MAP estimation, indexed
by n, repeats until stability is reached.



III. SIMULATION RESULTS

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Figure 1: (a) The 64X64 thorax phantom (b) FBP reconstruction (c)
EM-MAP reconstruction with gamma mixture prior,Zai labels for (d)
soft tissue (e) lung and (f) bone.
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Figure 2: Profile plots of phantom, FBP, and EM-MAP reconstruction
along row 32.
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Figure 3: (a) Vertical profile plots for a ramp phantom with gamma
mixture reconstruction, (b)Zai for classa = 1, and (c)Zai for class
a = 2.

Figures 1-2 show results of a digital phantom experiment in
which we reconstructed a 2D thorax phantom from 1M counts
of parallel-beam transmission data. (No scatter or other effects
have been modeled.) The 3 regions of the phantom (Fig 1(a))
have attenuation coefficients for lung, bone and soft tissue
at 140Kev. Fig 1c shows the gamma-prior reconstruction as
compared to an EM reconstruction at 31 iterations shown in
Fig 1b. A sense of the quality of the reconstruction is revealed
in the profile plot in Fig 2. Figures 1 (d)(e)(f) display the
analogZai complete data for theL = 3 classes, constituting
a segmentation of the object. Note the misclassified pixels
near the top of Fig 1(f), along with the corresponding
misreconstructed pixels in Figure 1(c). The misclassification
leads to the wrong�a and�a at these locations, resulting in
the error. (It is easy to correct this type of error by introducing
smoothing interactions onZai.) For this reconstruction, we
fixed the values of�a to constants since we do not yet have a

reasonable hyperprior, but we let all other quantities evolve as
per the update equations.

It may appear that the gamma-mixture priors work well
only with piecewise constant objects, but Fig. 3, showing
the reconstruction of a ramp object, illustrates how the
2-component mixture decomposition leads to gradual spatial
transitions in theZai, thus allowing the mean and variance of
the effective gamma prior at each site to slowly change with
position.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4: Reconstruction of (a)FBP, (b)EM, (c)EM-MAP with gamma
mixture prior, from 10-min transmission scan, and theZai map for
(d)soft tissue, (e) lung and (f) bone.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5: Reconstructions of (a)FBP, (b)EM, (c)MAP with gamma
mixture prior, from 12-h transmission scan, and theZai map for
(d)soft tissue, (e) lung and (f) bone.

Figures 4 and 5 present results using real data acquired
from imaging a thorax phantom (Data Spectrum, Chapel
Hill, NC) using a GE Advance PET scanner equipped with
rotating rod transmission sources. The duration of the
transmission scans were 10 min (fig.4) and 12 hours (fig.5).
Each sinogram has a dimension of 336 angles and 281 bins
and the reconstructed images are 128X128 with pixel size of
3.44mm. Scatter and random corrections were done by the
machine before reconstruction. In figures 4 and 5, (a) shows
a FBP reconstruction with Hamming filter, and (b) an EM
reconstruction at 30 iterations. Figure 4(c) is a gamma mixture
prior reconstruction while (d)(e)(f) are the analogZai maps



illustrating the segmentation results of soft tissue, lung and
bone from the mixture decomposition. The parameters�a are
fixed for this case. The EM reconstruction is used as the initial
estimate for the gamma-mixture reconstruction. The results,
while anecdotal, lead one to believe that the gamma-mixture
reconstruction may outperform EM and FBP.

IV. D ISCUSSION ANDCONCLUSION

The gamma-mixture approach depends on pixel values
having a clustered histogram, and is likely to work better
for transmission than emission scans. An improvement is
to reintroduce smoothing through interaction terms onZ.
Different forms are possible [13], and we have experimented
with one with optimistic results. Smoothing onZ helps
eliminate sparse pixels, but may have undersirable side effects.
(The problems here are very different than those associated
with smoothing priors on�.) Another solution would be
providing more spatial information for emission tomography,
for instance, inluding anatomical images. This would help the
pixel classification.

Another problem is that despite the hyperprior, the crucial
hyperparameter� tends to grow unbounded with iteration,
leading to piecewise flat reconstructions. We are currently
investigating several approaches to address this problem.

As for the free parameterL, number of classes in
mixture model, it can be confidently set for throax imaging
in transmission case. However, for emission tomography,
the estimation forL becomes complicated due to possibile
existence of hot and cold spots. One solution is to utilize an
information criteria [14]. Another one is choosingL by simply
inspecting a FBP reconstruction [15].

Finally we mention some relevant previous work.
Bowsheret al. [16] used regional gamma priors for SPECT
reconstruction, but used a different method for estimating�
and�. Lianget al. [17] introduced a Gaussian mixture prior for
SPECT, but not a joint MAP method for parameter estimation.
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